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ABSTRACT This paper shows that the singularity induced bifurcation (SIB) phenomenon and desingular-
ization tool from nonlinear differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) are intrinsic parts of the compressible
model of Euler flow in the self-similar framework. The nonlinear DAEs in such a setting include the crossings
of sonic (singularity) points by a smooth trajectory. The linearization of DAEs around the sonic points is
characterized by the divergence of eigenvalues through infinity and a presence of folded nodes. Also, the
singularity manifold includes mostly the impasse points, where trajectory collapses at or originates from. The
desingularization tool from DAEs results in a singularity-free model, that is a system of ordinary differential
equations (ODEs), having regular nodes as its equilibria. Partial reversal of the direction of the independent
self-similar variable results in a transformation of the regular nodes into folded ones for the original Euler
DAE system. The Euler DAE system is a system of DAEs obtained after the similarity variable x = t/rλ

is applied in the Euler systems of three partial differential equations for conservation of mass, balance
of momenum, and balance of energy. The smooth trajectory connecting two equilibria of the Euler DAE
system passes through two sonic points, traversing through the super- and subsonic areas for the independent
self-similar variable −∞ < x < ∞. The point x = 0 is also of an interesting nature, with an infinite number
of possible smooth trajectories passing through it. The analysis is based on a combination of both analytic
and numeric approaches. Overall, the paper links the topics from the areas of fluid flows (in the Eulerian
framework), self-similar solutions and DAEs.

INDEX TERMS Compressible Euler flow, desingularization, nonlinear singular (implicit) models, self-
similar solutions, singularity induced bifurcations, transonic flows.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. A BRIEF HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Similar and self-similar solutions are of great importance
in many physical and engineering systems since the middle
of the last centuary, see for example [1], [2], [3], [4], [5].
At the same time it has been recognized that the behav-
ior of various flows around Mach-1 (sonic) speeds in
astrophysics, aeroelasticity and magnetohydrodynamics
is not well-understood. Both facts lead to significant
research efforts being undertaken in the area of transonic
flows [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. Such efforts
are still being continued in the current years. Shock and
shockless solutions in transonic flows and their properties
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result in complex mathematical methods and techniques
being employed [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21], [22], as one often needs to consider the sonic
manifolds of the underlying models as their singulari-
ties [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]. The complexity of the
problems being analyzed is challenging on one side (for
example when numerical aspects of the transonic solutions
in semi-similar problems are considered), but it also offers
new opportunities to bring various methods and techniques
from different research areas into the self-similar transonic
flow problems. This paper is one of such attempts, as the phe-
nomena of the singularity induced bifurcations and desingu-
larizations from the dynamical systems descibed by implicit
ODEs, sometimes called the DAEs (or Differential-Algebraic
Equations), are being used here in the analysis of transonic
self-similar solutions of the compressible Euler system. Such
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a treatment of the Euler system is new, interesting, and has
not been reported in the literature.

B. THE PRESENT APPROACH: FOSTERING OF
CROSS-FERTILIZATION OF IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES
This paper shows that the DAEs that result from the
self-similar approach to the compressible Euler system have
many typical properties and features of implicit ODEs in
nonlinear dynamical systems. In particular, the singularity
manifold of the Euler DAEs consists of both the algebraic
and geometric points, with the former behaving as impasse
points, while the later allowing for smooth crossings of the
singularity manifold. Thus, in practice, for the geometric
points the equilibrium property and singularity are both lost,
allowing for smooth flow transition. The desingularization
of the self-similar Euler DAEs is also possible. In such a
case, the geometric points of the Euler DAEs are transformed
into regular equilibria of the node type of the desingular-
ized nonlinear DAEs. The term desingularized DAEs is used
when a DAE system with singularities becomes an ODE
system via a transformation of variables. The trajectories
of the desingularized DAEs have partially reversed direc-
tions, resulting in the regular repelling nodes with positive
eigenvalues.

The above issues are presented in this paper through a com-
bination of analytical and numerical results and our approach
is believed to be an alternative to that presented elsewhere,
for example in [14], where neither the DAE tools (i.e. the
singularity-induced bifurcation) nor the desingularization of
DAEs have been used.

It is belived that the DAE approach presented in this paper
can also be applied to the self-similar implicit equations
in other areas, such as, for example in the computation
of transonic self-similar flows in the spherically symmet-
ric gravitational field by a point mass considered in [15]
and [16], subsonic-supersonic transitions of aeroelastic air-
foils [17], [18], and interactions between flutter and buffet in
transonic flows [19], [20].

II. THE EULER SYSTEM AND ITS SELF-SIMILAR MODEL
In this paper we chose to deal with the issues described in
the second part of the Introduction in the context of the Euler
system in fluid flows to make the presentation self-contained
and complete. However, it is believed that the issues dis-
cussed here can also be considered in the framework of
the Lagrangian system. The compressible flow in the Euler
framework is described by the equations for conservation of
mass, balance of momentum, and balance of energy, plus a
constitutive equation for the specific energy density of the
fluid. Our system is non-isentropic as beingmore realistic and
allowing for changes of entropy.

The non-isentropic compressible Euler system in two
(n = 2) or three (n = 3) dimensions has the form [14]

ρt + uρr + ρ(ur +
n− 1
r

u) = 0

ut + uur +
1

γρ
(ρc2)r = 0

ct + ucr +
γ − 1
2

c(ur +
n− 1
r

u) = 0 (1)

where the density ρ := ρ(t, r), velocity field is radial, that
is, u = u xr for r = |x|, u := u(t, r), and the local speed

c := c(t, r) is such that c =

√
γ p
ρ

=
√

γ (γ − 1)e, with
e being the internal energy (component of the total energy
E = e+

1
2 |u|

2), and γ > 1 is the adiabatic constant.
When we look for semi-similar solution with parameters

λ and κ in the independent variable x = t/rλ with the
dependent variables ρ(t, r) = rκR(x), u(t, r) = −

r1−λ

λx V (x)

and c(t, r) = −
r1−λ

λx C(x), then the following ODE system is
obtained [14]

λxD(V ,C)
dV
dx

= −G(V ,C)

λxD(V ,C)
dC
dx

= −F(V ,C) (2)

with

D(V ,C) = (1 + V )2 − C2

G(V ,C) = nC2(V − V∗) − V (1 + V )(λ + V )

F(V ,C) = C{C2(1 +
α

1 + V
) − k1(1 + V )2

+ k2(1 + V ) − k3} (3)

where V∗ =
κ−2(λ−1)

nγ , α =
1
2γ [κ(γ − 1) + 2(λ − 1)], and

k1 = 1 +
(n− 1)(γ − 1)

2

k2 =
(n− 1)(γ − 1) + (γ − 3)(λ − 1)

2

k3 =
(γ − 1)(λ − 1)

2
. (4)

Analyzing system (2)-(4) and its properties around var-
ious points in the plane (C,V ) is the topic of this paper.
The singularity of the above system occurs for those points
in the plane where D(V ,C) = 0 or x = 0. The points
D(V ,C) = 0 and x ̸= 0 behave mostly as the impasse
points [23], [24]. However, when additional conditions are
added, namely, G(V ,C) = 0 and F(V ,C) = 0, then we
obtain the singular equilibria. Those points in the (C,V )
plane where G(V ,C) = 0 and F(V ,C) = 0, but
D(V ,C) ̸= 0, are regular equilibria. The (t, r) values where
the similarity independent variable x is 0 is also of special
interest (see section III-B).

The most interesting points (C,V ) are the singular equi-
libria located on two straight lines C = ±(V + 1). These
points are called the sonic points and can be used to compute
a smooth solution connecting two equilibria at (V∗, ±∞),
and passing through the origin (C,V ) = (0, 0) exactly when
x = 0. Notice that for x = 0 we have the coefficients of the
derivatives on the left-hand side in (2) equal 0. Additionally,
since the smooth solution of (2) is constructed in such a way
that for x = 0 we have V (0) = C(0) = 0, therefore both
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the G and F in (3) are also zero when x = 0. The above facts
result in very interesting and intriguing properties of (2)-(4)
to be analyzed in the next sections.
Summary of the Main Findings (in the Three Sections to

Follow):

• The singularityD(V ,C) = 0 in (2) yields two lines C =

±(V+1), which, together with the lineC = 0, divide the
whole (C,V ) space into four areas that are important in
the desingularization of (2)-(4). When a desingularized
system of (2)-(4) is analyzed, then the direction of the
vector field and solution orbits in two of those four areas
are reversed.

• The reversing of the direction of the semi-similar vari-
able x and vector field is due to a specially applied
difereomorphism used in the process of obtaining a
smooth solution connecting (V∗, +∞) with (V∗, −∞).
Two of the four areas where the reversing is needed
are those where xD(V ,C) < 0 (see the left-hand sides
of (2)). In one of those two areas we have x < 0 and
C2

− (1 + V )2 > 0, while in the second area we
have x > 0 and C2

− (1 + V )2 < 0. The two such
areas are marked by the yellow color in Figs.1 and 2(a).
In two other areas (the white color) no reversal of the
x−direction and vector field should be done, as both
those areas are such that xD(V ,C) > 0.

• The singulatity-induced bifurcations present in the Euler
system (2) results in the divergence of eigenvalues of the
linearized Euler DAEs through ±∞. The linear model
is stable on one side of the singularity and unstable on
the other side. This yields folded nodes of the linearized
system (2)-(4).

The above issues are discussed in the next three sections in
this paper. The desingularization and SIB phenomena have
not been discussed in the literature analyzing the self-similar
Euler system (1) thus far, but are quite helpful in determining
the overall solution of (2)-(4), particularly in finding the
smooth trajectory passing through the transonic points. The
smooth trajectory is constructed thanks to a special diffeo-
morphism used to transform the self-simiar variable x. Such
transformation allows us to obtain a solution that passes
through the transonic points A and B (see Figs.1(b) and 2(b))
and through the origin when x = 0. The solutions in the upper
half of the plane (with C > 0) are for x < 0, while those in
the lower half (with C < 0) are for x > 0.

III. LINEAR MATRIX PENCIL OF (2) AROUND SINGULAR
POINTS D(V , C ) = 0 AND x = 0
A. DIVERGENCE OF EIGENVALUES THROUGH INFINITY AT
geometric SINGULAR POINTS WITH D(V , C) = 0
When the Euler DAE model (2) is linearized, one obtains

λxD(V ,C)


dV
dx
dC
dx

 =

 −
∂G
∂V

−
∂G
∂C

−
∂F
∂V

−
∂F
∂C

 (
V
C

)
(5)

with the linear matrix pencil

{A,L} :=

λxD(V ,C)
(
1 0
0 1

)
,

 −
∂G
∂V

−
∂G
∂C

−
∂F
∂V

−
∂F
∂C



(6)

having the determinant

det(sA− L)

= s2λ2x2D2(V ,C)

+ sλxD(V ,C)
(

∂F
∂C

+
∂G
∂V

)
+

∂F
∂C

∂G
∂V

−
∂F
∂V

∂G
∂C

e

and the eigenvalues s1,2 obtained from det(sA − L) = 0
diverging through infinity, that is, s1,2 → ±∞ when (1 +

V )2 − C2
→ 0 (solution trajectory approaches transonic

points A or B in Figs.1(b) and 2(a)). This fact follows from
the property of the above quadratic polynomial, with the
coefficients of s2 and s being zero at the sonic points A
and B (because D(V ,C) = 0 at those points). Since ∂F

∂C
∂G
∂V −

∂F
∂V

∂G
∂C ̸= 0 (see section IV), then calculating the eigenvalues

s1 and s2, we obtain

s1,2 =
−

(
∂F
∂C +

∂G
∂V

)
±

√(
∂F
∂C +

∂G
∂V

)2
− 4

(
∂F
∂C

∂G
∂V −

∂F
∂V

∂G
∂C

)
2xD(V ,C)

(7)

fromwhich it follows that the numerators of both s1 and s2 are
different than 0 at the transonic points A and B. Thus, each of
the eigenvalues s1 and s2 diverges through ±∞ in a special
way. Since the denominator is zero at the singularity C =

±(V + 1), therefore limx→x∗ |s1,2| → ∞ with x∗ denoting
the self-similarity independent variable values at either point
A or B. Because the denominator in the expressions for s1,2
changes sign at both A and B, therefore we say that the
eigenvalues diverge through±∞ at the transonic pointsA and
B. Thus, the linear model has stable-unstable (or unstable-
stable) character near the points A and B. This is exactly the
same phenomenon discussed in the context of many nonlinear
DAEs, for example, those in electric power systems, traveling
waves in magnetohydrodynamics, economy and others, see
for example [25], [26], [27].

B. SINGULAR POINT x = 0
When a trajectory approaches x = 0 (for t = 0, r ̸= 0),
then (2) yields the linearization dC

dV =
C
V , with a proper

node at (C,V ) = (0, 0). Any trajectory approaching (0, 0)
reaches that point at x = 0 with finite limits limx→0

V (x)
x and

limx→0
C(x)
x . Two such trajectories are shown for illustration

in Fig.2(b). When the flow in the yellow part of the (C,V )
plane is reversed for (2)-(4), then each such a solution will
pass from the upper part (for x < 0, the white half-plane) to
the lower part (for x > 0), reaching the origin O at x = 0.
There is an infinite number of possible smooth trajectories
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FIGURE 1. (a) The (C, V ) space is divided by the singularity x[(1 + V )2 −

C2] = 0 (two dotted lines and C = 0) into four areas. (b) The flow of
the desingularized Euler system must be reversed in the yellow high-
lighted areas in order to obtain actual flow of (2), (3). We have x[(1 +

V )2 − C2] < 0 Pin those two areas with the reversed flow direction. It is
assummed that the independent self-similar variable −∞ < x < 0 in the
upper half-plane (with C > 0) and 0 < x < ∞ in the lower half-plane
(with C < 0), as well as the solution trajectory (C(x), V (x)) is such that
(C(0), V (0)) = (0, 0). Thus, the solution of (2) passes through the origin
when x = 0.

passing through (0, 0) at x = 0 and bounded by the sep-
aratrices of the saddle points C and D. Those separatrices
(green solid lines in Fig.2(b)) are the eigendirections of the
two saddle points. Notice that the two trajectories through the
origin O are not symmetrical with respect to the line C = 0.
However, in a special case, such a symmetric trajectory may
occur with a vertical passing of the trajectory through the
origin O and vanishing limx→0

V (x)
x .

IV. DESINGULARIZED EULER DAE MODEL AND ITS
EIGENVALUES: DIRECTION OF FLOW
By using the desingularized Euler DAE model with G(V ,C)
and F(V ,C), the linearization of that model around the

FIGURE 2. Phase portrait and important dynamical features of the
desingularized semi-similar Euler system. In Fig.2(b) two (of many
possible) trajectories passing through the origin are shown (blue solid
curves). All such trajectories are bounded by the separatrices - the
eigendirections of two saddle points at C and D (green solid segments).
The two saddles (due to G = F = 0 and D ̸= 0) are neither located on the
singularity (1 + V )2 − C2 = 0 nor do they occur at x = 0.

the transonic points can be analyzed through the linearlized
matrix (see [16])

T =


λ

∂(xD)
∂x

λ
∂(xD)
∂V

λ
∂(xD)
∂C

−
∂G
∂x

−
∂G
∂V

−
∂G
∂C

−
∂F
∂x

−
∂F
∂V

−
∂F
∂C



=


λ[(1 + V )2 − C2] 2λx(1 + V ) −2xλC

0 −
∂G
∂V

−
∂G
∂C

0 −
∂F
∂V

−
∂F
∂C
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whose singularity is due to the fact that ∂(xD)
∂x = 0 at

the sonic points A and B, and the characteristic equation
det(sI − T ) = 0 at those points is

s
[(
s+

∂G
∂V

) (
s+

∂F
∂C

)
−

∂G
∂C

∂F
∂V

]
= 0 (8)

The matrix T and the two of its non-zero eigenvalues
describe the dynamics of the desingularized Euler DAEs in
the following way: to determine the local behavior around the
transonic points with (1+V )2−C2

= 0 one needs to compute
the two non-zero eigenvalues of T , change the signs of those
eigenvalues of T to opposite when x[(C2

− (1 + V )2] < 0
(the yellow-highlighted areas in Figs.1 and 2(a)) and keep the
signs unchanged when x[(C2

− (1+V )2] > 0 (see section V
for an explanation).

For the two transonic points A and B shown in
Figs.1(b) and 2(a) we obtain identical characteristic equa-
tions (with 6 decimal digits for the eigenvalues): s(s −

2.541993)(s − 2.930548) = 0, confirming the fact that T
describes the desingularized system with two real positive
eigenvalues at both points A and B (resulting in two regu-
lar node points in Figs.1(b) and 2(a)). This further yields,
after changing the direction of trajectories for x[(C2

− (1 +

V )2] < 0 (yellow-highlighted areas in Fig.2), the folded node
character of both transonic points for (2), (3). Such a useful
desingularization process of getting T for the desingularized
Euler DAEs and using it to obtain folded nodes from the
regular ones, is described in more details, among others,
in [26]. Further details of the solutions in Fig.2 are provided
in the caption of that figure.

V. THE SINGULARITY (OR SONIC ) CROSSING
TRAJECTORY
The singularity crossing for (2)-(4) falls into the framework
considered in [26], since the present model has the quasilin-
ear DAE form

A(x, u(x))u′
= b(x, u(x)) (9)

where ()′ ≡ d/dx and u(x) ≡ (V ,C)T . The transonic
points are those geometric singularities u∗

:= u(xc) of
that DAE system with b(xc, u∗) ∈ ℑA(xc, u∗), for which
[26, Theorem 1] is applicable, leading to the conclusion
of the existence of smooth C1 transonic solutions. Here,
ℑA(xc, u∗) denotes the image of A(xc, u∗). The local diffeo-
morphism used in [26, page 306] to obtain smooth tran-
sonic solution through u∗ is the reason for reversing of
the x−direction when analyzing the solutions of (2) and
its desingularized ODE model. For example, the diffeomor-
phism for (2) with singularity xD(V ,C) = 0 is the integral
ξ (x) =

∫ x
0 λxD(τ, y(τ ))dτ , where y(x) is the solution of

y′ = −(G,F)T , y(0) = u∗. When xD(V ,C) > 0 around
u∗ (the white areas in Fig.1 and 2), then ξ (x) is increasing
and the integral curves of −(G,F) are mapped into those
of −(G,F)/(λxD) with the x−orientation (direction) being
preserved. When xD(V ,C) < 0 near x∗ (the yellow areas in
Figs.1 and 2), then ξ (x) is decreasing, and the x−orientation

(direction) is reversed along trajectories in those regions. The
two integral curves emanating from u∗ are used to obtain a
C1 trajectory satisfying u(xc) = u∗. Such a reversal of the
x−directions occuring in the appropriate regions results in
the reversals of the orbits of the regular nodes at the points A
amd B to yield the folded nodes for (2). See [26, page 307] for
more details and [28] for a similar discussion on this topic.
Finally, it should be emphasized that the smooth solutions

through the points A, B and O in Figs. 1 and 2 (the red
and blue ones) were obtained by glueing the partial solutions
obtained along the eigen-directions determined at the three
points of interest, with the initial conditions selected very
close to those points (distance of order 10−4 from the points)
and the relative and absolute errors of the ode45 solver equal
to 10−8.

VI. CONCLUSION
When the Euler self-similar flow crosses the singularityman-
ifold D(V ,C) = 0 at the singular geometric points, the
SIB phenomenon occurs. Such crossings happen twice (at
points A and B) by a single trajectory in the considered
self-similar Euler framework, as illustrated in this paper.
On the other hand, when the SIB is not present at a singular
point D(V ,C) = 0 (algebraic singularity), then that point is
an impasse point, where the self-similar solution flow ceases
to exist or where the flow originates from.When the singular-
ity is removed (through the desingularization process), then
the desingularized Euler ODE has regular equilibrium points
(unstable nodes) and no impasse points are present. Such
tools and methods are applied in other areas of science and
engineering. For example, the electric power system mod-
eling furnishes examples of the system undergoing dramatic
changes and lost stability through the existence of geometric
points on the singularity manifold. Researchers attempt to
explain the collapsing electric power systems [29], by using
the singularity crossing phenomena [25], [28]. Also, [26]
and [30] include similar results in the two-phase flows and
inviscid transonic flows, respectively.

Finally, it is believed that the approach presented in this
paper can also be applied in the Lagrangian formulation of
the self-similar fluid flows, and a comparison analysis of the
properties of the Lagrangian versus Euler DAEs would be
interesting to be seen.
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